A History of Australia’s All-enclosed Coupé
By Dr. Norm Darwin ©
FIRST SERIES
While the coupé utility body development has received
some comment in automotive circles, the All-enclosed
coupé or “sloper” as it’s colloquially known, is largely
overlooked. The true coupé style was introduced as an
enclosed fixed hooded (roof) vehicle for a driver and one
passenger. Some could also carry two passengers in an
exposed “rumble or dickey” seat. Holden first built coupé
styles in 1928 and from the early 1930s reversed the
rumble seat lid hinges to create a “boot or trunk lid”,
naming the style a “commercial” model. In early 1934
the Holden designers sought to provide an answer to a
demand to:
Provide an intimate personal car with allweather accommodation for occasional
passengers.1
The Holden press release noted:

From April 6th 1935 Adverts began to appear for the new Oldsmobile All-enclised coupé, The Chevrolet followed in June.

The group of technicians – all of them
young Australians, barely past threshold of
manhood, were proud of their achievement.2
The style made its debut at the Sydney Royal Easter
Show in April 1935 on an Oldsmobile chassis as the
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Left: Page
from GM-H
Pointers
magazine
introducing the new
body style
to dealers in
1935.

Chevrolet chassis had yet to be assembled. A trimmed
Chevrolet body was also on display and a Pontiac
version was later released. The design extended the roof,
in a single sweep, over the position of the rumble seat
passengers and down, providing a boot and streamlined
tail. This was only part of the design; the rear seat
was hinged so that it folded down providing a load
space from the back of the front seats through to the
boot area. The folding seat mechanism was patented
and many station wagons produced up to the 1970s
adopted the patent. A large rear window had a “flip-out”
mechanism to improve air circulation. This feature was
dropped in favour of two fixed pieces of glass in early
1936. GM-H marketed the style initially on Oldsmobile,
Pontiac and Chevrolet in 1935, then added Buick in
1936. Two versions were made, one for 6-cylinder
chassis, and one for 8-cylinder chassis.
Holden announced the new style with flair “Originality
… for Australia’s sake” lead a two-page feature on the
coupé style in a booklet, The Changing Trend – a story of
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Advert from the Sydney Morning Herald 5 April
1935, page 7
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1935 Chevrolet Master All-enclosed Coupe
from the sales brochure
Australia’s growing industrial independence (1936).
Without questioning the knowledge
and cleverness of other countries, the
fact remains that Australia’s roads and
geographical conditions, and special
tastes, needs, habits and preferences of
Australia’s public, provide unique problems.
Australia’s motoring public is large – the
problems demand and deserve solution – yet
no country but Australia is interested or
concerned to solve them.
It was natural that Australia should be
compelled to take its place in the ranks of
body builders in order to produce bodies
built for specifically local conditions – strong
to stand hard usage, beautiful in line,
luxurious in comfort, perfect in finish – and
of course safe.3
The self-praise was new to Holden, though as part
of the GM empire it was unusual but can perhaps
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Left: Advert from The
Australian Motorist for
the new 1935 Chevrolet models, 1 October
1935, page 757.
Right: Same issue ran
a full description
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GM-H were proud
of the All-enclosed
Coupé, despatching
one to Detroit in Nov
1935.
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1936 Chevrolet Standard All-enclosed
coupé. Note single rear
boot handle. Early
1936 bodies retained
the single flip-out rear
window. Later cars
(see right) had a twopiece fixed rear window
view, both Ford and GM-H were able to
get away with innovative design variations
that might have been stymied by corporate
politics closer to home.6

be traced to Hartnett’s brash management style.
Biographer, Joe Rich, called Hartnett a “technocratic
brigand” suggesting he had “an immoderate hunger for
attention and recognition.”4 Prof Harry Irwin recognises
Hartnett’s contribution:

Walker also suggests the All-enclosed coupé could
be called the Monaro’s grandfather; “the sloper even
showed the way internationally” according to Walker.

One of Hartnett’s achievements was
realization that Australia was different
from other countries………(and responded)
to differences in operating conditions and
market nuances and opportunities.5
Irwin cites both the coupé utility and All-enclosed
coupé as examples of Hartnett’s “opportunities”. Social
commentator, Clinton Walker, praises the All-enclosed
coupé, suggesting that as:
Australia was tucked away down here at the
bottom of the world, almost beyond Detroit’s

Holden produced two versions od the coupe body, one
for Chev standard, Pontiac 6 and Oldsmobile 6 and a
second for the Chev Master, Pontiac 8, Oldsmobile 8 and
Buick 8. The differences were in the door panel width.
1935 Holden tags from
pass side cowl.. K5
= May 1935. CNTL =
Bancroft Blue LH =
paint batch.

There was also a 1936 Hudson Terraplane produced
by Ruskin motor bodies that featured the Holden folding
rear seat and a body very similar to the Holden. It is
possible, but unlikely, that Holden sold sets of coupé
panels and these were then assembled, a practice that
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Left: 1936 Chevrolet
standard coupe. Note
black painted grille
schell and single boot
handle. Wheelbase
difference between
Master and standard
removed from the door.
Right: 1935 Pontiac
All-Enclosed coupé.
Note tail lamp is unique
and the same as the 35
Chevrolet and Pontiac.
Right: 1936 Buick
8/40.

Left: 1935 Oldsmobile.
NSW Library image

Left: 1936 Oldsmobile.

Right: 1936 interior
Oldsmobile
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Two-tone paint
schemes were available on some makes
in 1935/6. This is
possibly an 8-cylinder
Pontiac coupé at the
new Fishermans Bend
assembly plant.

commenced in 1931 and was available to small body
builders.7
For some time the designers of the All-enclosed coupé
have remained unknown. A search of the American
Patent register shows a patent, lodged on 1 May
1935, in the name of Kingston Stuart (chief engineer),
Thomas Wylie (draftsman) and Valentine Stacey (stylist).
An interview with George Wallis reveals the body
engineering was performed by Chaplin.8

Patent drawing lodged
by Tom Wylie, J K Stuart and Val Stacey and
approved in 1935.
This style of mechanism was used in
Holdens.

The style arose following the loss of Plymouth
roadster bodies to Richards in 1935. Hartnett met with
Jim Holden, King Stuart, Tom Wylie and Roy Rainsford
in Adelaide to discuss the matter. The Holden coupé
bodies were all produced from the roadster tooling as
roadsters had the highest volume. The idea of bringing
the dickie seat passengers under cover was suggested
and immediately adopted, Hartnett calling it a “fast run
back” model, Hartnett said of the style:
Nothing in GM or any other manufacturer at
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that time known to us had anything like this
styling which later years became so popular
and readily accepted.9
Later Hartnett was advised the style, “would not be
acceptable in the U.S.”

1935 Oldsmobile
advert sheet released
with the car in April
1935.

The styling was not revolutionary, Paul Jaray’s sketch
from 1922 showed the way to streamlined rear ends and
the 1933 Silver Arrow by Philip O Wright, despite being
a 4-door car, displayed an intelligent masterful sweeping
body.10 At Cadillac, Harley Earl’s team designed a oneoff demonstration car in 1933 that shows a remarkable
similarity to the Holden body, Hartnett, in Big Wheels
and Little Wheels, assures us that this car, or any other,
influenced the Holden designers. While the Cadillac
is claimed to have prompted Gordon Behring’s Cord
design, the 1935-1936 Holden body was less influential
with only the Bishop Brothers providing a drawing based
on the style for coach builders in 1935.11
The first series cars are hard to find, I have about
6 Chevs on a list and 2 of these have been rodded.Two
Pontiacs exist and Oldsmobile is unknown.
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Gallery

Right: Fully restored
35 Master All-enclosed
Coupe owned by John
Hayman
Left: Author’s 35 Chev
Master coupé, project
started around 1982.
First body (see above)
too far gone. This car
acquired in 1990 with
6-wheel equipment,
originally sold in Victoria’s Western district.
Right: An original
1935 Pontiac 6 coupe
owned by John Nealey
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SECOND SERIES
The new All-enclosed coupé body was released on
Chevrolet and Vauxhall chassis in March 1937, the
Chev Standard costing £342, the Master £380 and the
Vauxhall £415. Other brands followed, the Oldsmobile
and Buick in April and Pontiac in May. The Pontiac 6
costing £405, Pontiac 8 £440, Oldsmobile 6 £420, 8
£470 and Buick 8/40 £510.12
The release coincided with Holden’s new all-steel
turret top that ran with slight revisions through 1940.
The second design showed some styling flair, made
possible by the all-steel construction. The door frame
was thinned down and the centre pillar reduced to
provide less bulky side view.
Leo Pruneau, Holden’s Director of Design (19751983) comments that the first coupé body was done by
a draftsman, but the 1937 body was done by a stylist.13
Again two body styles were built, one for 6-cylinder
chassis and a second for 8-cylinder. The 6-cylinder
body’s rear end panel swept under the body while the
8-cylinder swept out. The 6-cylinder body was also fitted
to Vauxhall 25hp chassis and a unique convertible
coupé version made with a patented opening roof.
The G series Vauxhall was released in Australia on
Wednesday 10th March 1937, with the first display
advertising appearing in the newspapers the preceding
day. The All-enclosed coupé and the seven-seater GL

Second series body
on a 1938 Cheverolet
Standard Chassis.
Image from the sale
brochure.

were also available from the release date and the early
series cars ran until July 1938, up to chassis number
G4863. A series of updates were introduced over a
period of 4 months. The convertible coupé was on the
drawing board from the very early days of the model's
inception. The body style number was added at the last
moment on the January 1937 GMH Specification sheet,
and the model added to the range in mid 1938 costing
£430.14
An image of the convertible appeared in The
Australian Motorist September issue but then nothing
appeared.15 Although introduced just after the changes
were released the GY series, early built convertibles still
had some of the earlier models features such as the
earlier bumpers, overriders, bonnet mouldings, etc. The
GMH photos of the day clearly show cars with these
early features. The external features of the updated
model were introduced at chassis number G6410.
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Second series body in
Holden’s experimental
workshop
There are several pictures also of the later G series
convertible coupés with these easily seen later bumpers.
The number of convertible Vauxhall 25s produced is
unclear but certainly more than the 6 in the Woodville
body production chart. A 1939 GMH sales sheet shows
11 sold and body No 36 was produced in August 1938,
interestingly this body was not fitted to a chassis until
January 1940 leading to speculation this body was one
of the 6 as built in 1940.

Fitting the various body styles to the different GM
chassis was simplified by Holden having two basic
bodies. A COP (Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Pontiac) and
a BOP (Buick - Oldsmobile - Pontiac) body. The COP
accomodated 6-cylinder chassis and the BOP the
8-cylinder chassis. All coupe bodies could then be

In late 1938 the All-enclosed coupé body was
discontinued on the Vauxhall chassis but according to
production records two were produced in 1939. There
are only 3-4 known surviving Al-enclosed coupés and
two surviving convertibles.16
Charlie Phillips said the design of the convertible roof
car was a “guinea pig” for any potential car make.17 The
second version was produced in greater numbers but
over five years. T J Richards built their own body for
Dodge and Plymouth for 1937-38 and Ford Australia
made a V8 Standard and DeLuxe for 1939-40.
On rare occasions Holden departed from the
American styling, one example being the 1937 Chevrolet
body. The Chevrolet design ran a swage line from the
bottom of the bonnet side panel through the cowl side

into the front door panel. Holden eliminated the swage
in the door and modified the cowl side to suit. Holden
also redesigned Chevrolet’s bonnet side, eliminating the
louvres and replacing them with a stylised design. This
was the first time Holden had pressed any sheetmetal
forward of the firewall.

1937 Oldsmobile 6
(117” wheelbase)
vrs 1937 Chevrolet 6
112.25” wheelbase).
Note how the rear
wheel sits further forward in the mudguard.
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CHEVROLET

Second series body on
a Cheverolet Chassis.
Images from a GMH PR
photo album.
Top to bottom 1937,
1938, 1939 and 1940.
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OLDSMOBILE

Right: Oldsmobile
1939 Oldsmobile 60
coupé from the sales
brochure.

Left: Oldsmobile Chassis. Images from 1937
sales brochure. Top
L37 8-cylinder coupé
and below F37 6-cylinder coupe.
Right: 40 Oldsmobile
6-cylinder coupé from
GMH PR photo album.

Left: 1937 F37
Oldsmobile coupé from
GMH PR photo album.
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PONTIAC
Left: 1938 Pontiac
6-cylinder coupé from
GMH PR photo album.
Right: Bob Bennett’s
1938 Pontiac coupé.

1939 Pontiac 6-cylinder Silver Arrow coupé
from GMH PR photo
album.

1940 Pontiac Silver
Streak coupé from GMH
PR photo album.
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BUICK
Left: 1938 Buick 8/40
coupe from the sales
brochure.
produced using common BOP-COP parts, specific BOP
or COP parts and tooling inserts. Insert tools were
used where different makes could be distinguished by
inserting a smaller tool into a larger press tool to achieve
different styling. The dash panel was an example of this
innovation.
Vauxhall arrived after this designation was conceived
and used the COP body. They still had to make
adjustments for wheelbase variations. For example the
1935/6 chassis on Chevrolet varied as follows 1935
standard 107”, 1936 standard 109” and the Master
was 113”, the adjustment was made in the door width.
Wheelbase variations were as follows:
Chevrolet
112 - 113”
Pontiac 6
112 - 117”
8 120 - 122”
Oldsmobile 6 115”		
8 121 - 124”
Buick				
8 118 - 122”
Vauxhall
114”
The minor wheelbase variations could be adjusted
in the wheel arch location, cowl or door width (see
below).

Right above: 1937
Buick Series 40 coupé
from the sales brochure.
Right: 1938 Buick 40
coupé from the GMA PR
Photo album.

Item from the September 1st issue of The
Australian Motorist.

VAUXHALL

Right: 1937 Vauxhall 25 GY coupe with
Chev size body. Note
body tucks in whereas
the larger body the
rear swept out. Left:
is the convertible roof
version.

Les Power image
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More second
series cars exist
than the first with
a number of Chevrolets identified.
Fewer than 8 Pontiacs. A few Buicks
Oldsmobiles and at
least 3 Vauxhalls,
one being a convertible.
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OTHER MAKES

Above: 1939 Ford
coupe drawing an illistration.
Right: 1937 Plymouth
coupe with body by T J
Richards..
Left: 1936 Hudson
Terraplane with a
body possibly made by
Ruskin Body works..

WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
Woodville production notes

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941

There is evidence of Holden preparing for two different coupe styles for 1942 production. The sketch
above was prepared in 1938 and shows a continuation of the second design type continuing. The image
above from 1939 shows a wooden buck in Holden’s
Experimental workshop with a styling similar to the
Fisher Body Aero body. This differers in that the ‘B’
pillar is vertical whereas the Fisher body used a sloping ‘B’ pillar.
Acknowledgements
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Calendar year
Jan - Oct.
Nov 36 - Oct 37
Nov 37 - Oct 38
Nov 38 - Jan 40
Feb 40 - Dec 40
Calendar year

					
1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941
										
Buick
Coupé 8/40			121
114
43			
Buick
Coupé 8/50, 8/60		35
12				
Chevrolet Coupé Master		
180
290
207
128
33
149
32
Chevrolet Coupé Std			
1,209 834
587
588
132
30
Chevrolet Coupé Business		
320
212
105
83		
Oldsmobile Coupé 6		
90
284
197
135
91
29
6
Oldsmobile Coupé 8		 20
16
12				
Pontiac Coupé 6		
60
184
166
138
85
36
4
Pontiac Coupé 8			21
23				
Vauxhall Coupé 25				 61
30		
Vauxhall Drophead 25								
6*
		
Totals			
350
2,480 1,838 1,166 880
352
72
1935 figures Estimated. Woodville numbers include both American and Aust
style coupés. Recorded in 1941 but produced in 1938.						
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